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Abstract. A natural conjecture is that if agents’ beliefs are almost correct then equilibrium prices should be close to rational expectations prices. Sandroni (1998) gives a counterexample in an economy with sunspots and complete markets. We extend Sandroni’s result by showing that the conjecture is generically true for economies with complete markets. We consider a standard General Equilibrium model with large but finite horizon and complete markets. We show that, for almost every such economy, if conditional beliefs eventually become correct along a path of events then equilibrium prices of assets traded along this path converge to rational expectations equilibria in the sup-norm. Moreover, we establish that, generically, there exist along any such path local diffeomorphisms between individual beliefs and equilibrium prices. Keywords Asset pricing, price convergence, rational expectations, learning. JEL Classification Numbers: G12
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Introduction



When agents trade financial assets, individual assessments of economic uncertainty are an important factor in determining individual portfolio holdings and in turn asset prices, as pointed out for instance in Kurz and Motolese (2001). Often, heterogeneity of beliefs is identified with speculative trade in the economic literature.1 A natural and intuitive conjecture is that if agents’ beliefs are almost correct, for instance through learning or disclosure of financial information, then equilibrium prices should be close to rational expectations prices. Surprisingly, Sandroni (1998) shows that, when sunspots occur in dynamically complete markets, the conjecture breaks down. In particular, Sandroni gives a simple frictionless example where eventually correct beliefs lead to recurrent market crashes, whereas the above conjecture would predict a no-trade status-quo in the long run. The current paper identifies economic conditions for which the aforementioned conjecture holds true. We show that such conditions are generic when markets are complete, and that under those conditions asset prices variations are continuous perturbations of rational expectations situations where market reactions are entirely driven by fundamentals. We introduce the notion of locally regular economies, and we show that for such economies equilibrium prices of traded securities are continuous functions of individual beliefs as beliefs become correct in a sense introduced here. This property ensures convergence towards rational expectations prices, proving in turn the conjecture. Since we show that locally regular economies are generic2 in individual endowments and initial portfolio holdings when markets are complete, we thus establish that the conjecture is true for almost all economies with complete markets. When economies are not locally regular, the continuous dependency between beliefs and equilibrium asset prices no longer holds and thus the conjecture may break down. Consequently, for almost all economies with complete markets, our work establishes that speculative trade is less and less influential on asset prices as agents learn, and its influence eventually disappears when learning processes generate accurate enough predictions. In more details, we develop a standard intertemporal general equilibrium model, with finite but large horizon. Uncertainty is represented by random individual endowments. Agents trade future securities among themselves in order to hedge against such randomness. Securities live for one-period ahead only, and are traded in financial markets opened in every period (sequential markets). In every period, markets are assumed to be complete. 1



This idea can be found, for instance, in Harris et al. (1993), Harrison et al. (1978), Kandel



et al. (1995), Kurz (1994) and Sandroni (2003). 2



See Debreu (1974) for a definition and complete discussion of the concept of genericity.
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Every agent has a subjective belief about her future stream of endowments, formed through arbitrary learning processes.3 Every agent also believes that others’ beliefs are uncorrelated with, hence uninformative about, the aggregate endowment process. Given a subjective belief, every agent is assumed to make consumption-investment decisions so as to maximize the (subjective) expected sum of discounted one-period utility derived from consumption of the good. The oneperiod utility functions satisfy standard assumptions in financial economics, such as the Inada conditions. We say that an agent learns on a given path of history if her conditional beliefs along this path become arbitrarily close to the true conditional probabilities, the speed at which convergence occurs being explicitly controlled. With this concept, we study convergence of assets prices to rational expectations prices. The following convergence results hold for locally regular economies only; intuitively, this notion requires that the economy starting in every history s, identical to the original economy on all histories following s (up to some initial distribution of portfolio holdings in s) and with the same asset structure, with beliefs and odds of nature’ choices over history following s being identical to the initial beliefs conditional on reaching s, be regular. Proposition 2 directly implies that every economy is locally regular for all but a measure-zero set of aggregate endowments and initial portfolio holdings. Proposition 3 shows existence of a local diffeomorphism between individual beliefs and equilibrium prices in any such economy. This has a strong economic intuition, since small variations in individual opinions thus lead to small, and hence controlled, variations in equilibrium prices for accurate enough beliefs for almost every economy. Proposition 4 states that, when the horizon is large enough so that agents have enough time to learn in the sense above, equilibrium asset prices of all subsequent traded securities are arbitrarily close to rational expectations prices for the sup-norm in every locally regular economy. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the model, in Section 3 we formally define the concept of accuracy of beliefs and show convergence to rational expectations for regular economies, and finally in the Appendix we give all the technical proofs.
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The model



In this section, a formal description of the model is given. We first introduce some notations, useful in defining uncertainty. 3



We assume that every agent assigns strictly positive probability to every event. This rules



out subjective arbitrages as pointed out by Araujo et al. (1999).
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Consider a finite number T of periods, to which we add a first period 0. The period T is called the horizon. In every period t (1 ≤ t ≤ T ), a state is drawn by nature from a set S = {1, ..., L}, where L is strictly greater than 1. We denote by S t the t−Cartesian product of S. For every st ∈ S t , a cylinder with base on st is the set C(st ) = {s ∈ S T | s = (st , ...)} of all histories whose t initial elements coincide with st . We define the set Γt to be the σ−algebra consisting of all finite unions of cylinders with base on S t , and Γ0 to be the trivial σ-algebra. The sequence (Γt )0≤t≤T generates a filtration, and we define Γ as the σ−algebra ∪Γt . t



Consider now any arbitrary probability measure Q on (S T , Γ), such that Q(A) > 0 for every A ∈ Γ. The conditional probability of Q given a finite history st ∈ S t , denoted by Qst , is defined for all A ∈ Γ as Q(Ast ) Qst (A) = , Q(C(st )) where Ast is the set of all paths s ∈ S T such that s = (st , s0 ) and s0 ∈ S T −t . e = (Q1 , ..., QI ) and any history st , For any vector of probability measure Q est the vector of conditional beliefs (Q1s , ..., QIs ). denote by Q t t The operators E Q and E Q (.|Γt )(st ), for every st , are the expectation operators associated with Q and Qst respectively. A finite history st+p ∈ S t+p follows a finite history st ∈ S t , denoted by st+p ,→ st , if there exists s ∈ S p such that st+p = (st , s). We next describe the economy in more details; e.g., preferences, endowments and the assets structure.



2.1



The agents



There are I agents, for some integer I > 1, who live for T + 1 periods. There is a single consumption good available in every period t (0 ≤ t ≤ T ). We denote by cist the consumption of agent i in period t and in history st ∈ S t . In every period t, and in every history st ∈ S t , every agent i is endowed with wsi t > 0 units of consumption goods. The aggregate endowment wst , after every event st , is thus X wst = wsi t . i=1,...,I



In every period t (0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1), and before the realization of the event next period, a new market for securities opens and the agents trade J securities (J ≥ L) that live for one period ahead. The supply of each security is normalized to be 0 in every history.
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Every security j (j = 1, ..., J), purchased in history st−1 , yields to the owner a dividend djst ≥ 0 if history st ,→ st−1 is realized. The ex-dividend price of security j purchased in history st is denoted by qsjt . We define the vectors qst = (qs1t , ..., qsJt ) and dst = (d1st , ..., dJst ). A portfolio θist for every agent i, in history st , is a vector of J securities holdings. We set  θi = θist t≤T to be the portfolio strategy of agent i. Every agent i has no initial portfolio at date 0, and we use the convention that θ−1 = 0. In every period and in every history, nature draws a state of nature according to an arbitrary probability measure P on (S T , Γ). We assume that Pst > 0 for every st . Every agent i does not know P ; however agent i has a subjective belief about nature, represented by a probability measure P i on (S T , Γ). Such beliefs can be, for instance, as in Kurz (1994) where agents are endowed before trades with the final posterior generated by their learning experience, leading to beliefs consistent with equilibrium learning and trading (heterogeneity of beliefs can then be justified by private information or different priors). We also assume that Psit > 0 for every i and every st to avoid the possibility of subjective arbitrage as in Araujo and Sandroni (1999). Every agent i gets some utility in each period and in any history st from consuming the only consumption good present in the economy. Every agent i ranks all the possible future consumption sequences c = (cst )st ∈S t ,0≤t≤T according to the utility function ! X i U i (c) = E P β ti u(ct ) , (1) 0≤t≤T



where β i > 0 is an intertemporal discount factor, and u is a strictly increasing, strictly concave, twice-continuously differentiable function satisfying the Inada condition, namely (u)0 (c) 7→ ∞ as c 7−→ 0 and (u)0 (c) 7→ 0 as c 7−→ ∞. Given an initial portfolio holding θst in history st , the budget constraints faced by agent i from this history on are given by  cst+p + qst+p θst+p ≤ wi st+p + qst+p + dst+p θst+p−1 (2) cst+p ≥ 0 (3) for every st+p ,→ st (st+p ∈ S t+p and 0 ≤ p ≤ T − t). For every i (i = 1, ..., I), let Bsi t (q) denote the set of sequences (c, θ) that satisfy conditions (2)-(3) above, for a system of securities prices q and for a particular initial portfolio holding. We next define the equilibrium concept for this economy. 5



A Radner equilibrium is a sequence of consumption and of portfolio strategy (c , θi )i=1,...,I , and a system of assets prices q such that: 1) For every i, the sequence (ci , θi ) maximizes (1) subject to i



(ci , θi ) ∈ Bsi 0 (q), and 2) markets clear in every history; i.e., for every st , we have that X X wst = cist and θist = 0. i=1,...,I



i=1,...,I



We assume that markets are complete for every possible equilibrium vector of asset prices; i.e, for every vector of asset prices q the one-period matrix {qst+1 + dst+1 }st+1 ,→st has rank L, for every finite history st .
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Convergence to rational expectations



In this section, we show that when beliefs become correct in a sense introduced later, equilibrium prices of subsequently traded securities generically converge towards rational equilibrium prices in economies with complete markets. To obtain this result, we first need to introduce the notion of locally regular economy. To do so, we introduce an Arrow-Debreu environment where every future contingent decision is made in period 0, and we show equivalence with our original setting. We will then define our notion of locally regular economy for this new environment, the equivalence result presented later shows how to naturally recast this notion into the original setting. This approach allows to get an intuitive parallel with the original definition of regular economy in Debreu (1970). We first introduce some notations. Consider any vector of equilibrium asset prices q. Since markets are complete, there exists a unique sequence of positive numbers {π st }st ,t∈{0,...,T } with π s0 = 1 associated with q such that qsjt · π st =



X



djst+1 · π st+1 ,



(4)



st+1 ,→st



for every asset j and every history st .4 Consider now the following environment. Every agent i (i = 1, ..., I) has the utility function as in (1), and faces the budget constraints X X p st c st ≤ pst wsi t and cst ≥ 0 for every st , (5) st 4



st



The sequence of prices π is often called the event prices associated with q.
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at a given sequence of consumption prices p. Without loss of generality, We normalize prices so that ps0 = 1. An Arrow-Debreu equilibrium is then a sequence of consumption prices p, a sequence of consumption ci for every i, such that: a) for every i, the sequence ci maximizes (1) subject to (5) at given prices P p, iand b) markets clear in every history; i.e., for every st we have that wst = c st . i=1,...,I



The next result shows that our original setting is equivalent, in the sense defined below, to the Arrow-Debreu environment above. This result is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 1 in Sandroni (2000). Lemma 1 Consider an Arrow-Debreu equilibrium (p, (ci )i=1,...,I ). Then there exists a sequence of portfolio (θi )i=1,...,I and a system of prices q such that (q, (ci , θi )i=1,...,I ) is a Radner P equilibrium. Moreover, we have that pst · qsjt = djst+1 · pst+1 for every j and every st . st+1 ,→st



Conversely, consider a Radner equilibrium (q, (ci , θi )i=1,...,I ). Then there exists a sequence of Arrow-Debreu prices p such that (p, (ci )i=1,...,I ) is an Arrow-Debreu equilibrium. Moreover, we have that pst = π st for every st where π is the system of event prices associated with q. We now define our concept of locally regular economy for the Arrow-Debreu framework, Lemma 1 above shows how it can restated in the original economy in a natural manner. Define the vector of net aggregate demand for consumption at history st , at Arrow-Debreu normalized prices p and individual beliefs P˜ = (P˜ 1 , ..., PeI ), to be X cist (p, Pei ) − wst , Cst (p, Pe) = i=1,...,I



where cist (p, Pei ) is the demand at asset prices p and individual belief Pei for consumption good in history st for agent i, derived from the maximization program faced by agent i. Finally, consider also the vector   e e e e e C(p, P ) = Cs(0,1) (p, P ), ..., Cs(0,J) (p, P ), ..., Cs(T −1,1) (p, P ), ..., Cs(T −1,J) (p, P ) formed with all the above aggregate demand functions for every possible history less the aggregate demand in period 0 for normalization reasons (see Mas-Colell et al., 1995 p. 591 for more details). For any vector of normalized prices p = (ps(0,1) , ..., ps(0,J) , ..., ps(t−1,1) , ..., ps(t−1,J) ) and any vector of differentiable aggregate demand functions C, define the matrix Dp C to be the standard matrix of price effects as in Mas-Colell et al., 1995 p. 591. Consider an economy where every agent agrees with the true; i.e., every agent has the correct belief P . Every Arrow-Debreu equilibrium in such an economy is called a rational expectations equilibrium. We next define the concept of regular economies, from which we will derive our notion of locally regular economy. 7



Definition 3.1 Consider correct beliefs P = (P, ..., P ). An economy is regular if for every p˜ such that C(˜ p, P ) = 0 then the matrix Dp C(˜ p, P ) has full rank. The above definition requires the economy to be well-behaved at rational expectations equilibria only. Regular economies are generic in endowments. This result is stated in the next proposition. Proposition 2 For almost every endowment, an economy is regular. The above result states that, with probability one with respect to the fundamentals, an economy is regular. A similar result, in the context of one-period economies, can be found in Balasko (1988) and in Debreu (1970). We can now define our notion of locally regular economy, central to the paper. Informally, the notion of locally regular economy in history s requires that the economy starting in history s, identical to the original economy on all histories following s (up to some initial distribution of portfolio holdings in s) and with the same asset structure, with beliefs and odds of nature’ choices over history following s being identical to the initial beliefs conditional on reaching s, be regular. Formally, we call a local economy starting in history st , for t ≤ T , an economy with T − t periods described as follows. The same I agents live for those T − t P(s ,s ) periods, every history st0 (0 ≤ t0 ≤ T −t) occurs with probability Pts t0 , and every t i . In every period, agents agent i receives in this history an endowment w˜si t0 ≡ w(s t ,st0 ) trade J securities living for one-period ahead. A security j purchased in history st0 −1 at ex-dividend price qsjt0 −1 yields to the owner a dividend d˜jst0 ≡ dj(st ,s 0 ) in t history st0 ,→ st0 −1 . The supply of those securities is 0 in every history. Every agent P i is endowed with some initial portfolio holding θis0 such that θis0 = 0. Agent i has i ! P 0 i preferences represented by the utility function E P β t u(ct0 )| Γt (st ), 0≤t0 ≤T −t



and faces the same budget constraint as in the original economy. We then say that an economy is locally regular in history s if, for every equilibrium portfolio holding in s, the local economy starting in s with this given level of initial portfolio holdings is regular. Proposition 2 extends easily to locally regular economies; i.e., for almost every level of endowments and for almost every initial portfolio holdings in a given history, an economy is locally regular in this history. Next is defined a concept of convergence of beliefs. From now, the horizon is assumed to be expanding; i.e., the horizon T is no longer assumed to be fixed, but will remain finite. Our notion of accuracy of predictions is inspired from Definition 2 in Sandroni (2000). It captures some measure of closeness between conditional individual belief and true conditional beliefs as information becomes available to an agent over time.
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First, we define the sup-norm over the space of probability measures as follows. For two probability measures P and Q defined on (S T , Γ), we set kP − Qk = max |P (A) − Q(A)| . A∈Γ



Definition 3.2 Consider a sequence of real numbers α = (αt )t converging to 0, and individual belief P i for some agent i. Fix also a path s. Agent i learns α-fast along the path s if for every p ∈ N and every horizon T ≥ p kPsiT −p − PsT −p k ≤ αT −p . In the above definition, an agent learns along a path if her conditional beliefs become arbitrarily close to the true conditional distribution along this path, the speed at which this phenomena occurs being explicitly controlled. The next proposition is central to the paper. It establishes that, when beliefs are accurate enough, Radner equilibrium prices and individual beliefs become diffeomorphic in locally regular economies. Denote by Ws the vector of individual endowments in the local economy starting at s, with the convention that individual portfolio holdings in s are regarded as endowments. Proposition 3 Assume that the economy is locally regular in some history s. Then there exist an open neighborhood Ps of P s , Ws (in the cartesian product of space of conditional beliefs and individual endowments), an open neighborhood Qs of rational expectations equilibrium prices, and a unique diffeomorphism gs such that, for every (Pe, W ) ∈ Ps , the vector gs (Pe, W ) is a vector of equilibrium prices. By an iterative application of Proposition 2 to every local economy, it is easy to see that almost every economy is locally regular in every history. Thus, Proposition 3 implicitly states that for almost every economy, in every local economy there exists a unique local diffeomorphism between conditional beliefs and equilibrium prices. Before stating the main result of the paper, we first define a norm on the space of conditional beliefs. Consider two vectors of individual beliefs Pe = (P 1 , ..., P I ) e = (Q1 , ..., QI ), where every component of the previous sequence defines a and Q probability measure on (S T , Γ). Fix a history st , and define the conditional supnorm to be 







e e P − Q 



= max max Psit (A) − Qist (A) . st



i



A∈Γ



For the next result only, we make the additional assumption that there exists a constant B > 0 such that wst < B for every st .
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In words, aggregate endowments are now assumed to be uniformly bounded. Denote first by q jst (resp. qsjt ) the equilibrium price of security j purchased in history st , associated with correct beliefs P (resp. with subjective beliefs Pe). Proposition 4 For almost every economy, there exists a sequence of reals α converging to 0 such that, if every agent learns α-fast along a path s, then for every p ∈ N and for every asset j we have that |qsjT −p − q jsT −p | → 0 as T converges to +∞. The above result states that, when there is enough time for learning processes to generate accurate predictions, Radner prices are arbitrarily good approximations of rational expectations prices towards the end of the horizon for almost every economy. To prove the result, we implicitly use the diffeomorphisms found in Proposition 3 that are proven to exist for almost every economy. Regularity is thus critical to ensure convergence, the issue is that for non-regular economies there may be no locally isolated equilibrium prices and convergence may consequently fail. Proposition 6 in Sandroni (2000) also establishes convergence of equilibrium prices towards rational expectations prices. The difference between our results and Sandroni’s is that we establish convergence for a coarser (and arguably more intuitive) topology and we make explicit the diffeomorphic link between beliefs and equilibrium prices. Those results come at the expense of our assumptions on the finiteness of the horizon and the one-period maturity of assets, assumptions that are relaxed in Sandroni (2000). Wenzelburger (2002) also establishes a similar convergence result than ours for a particular class of adaptive learning processes.



A



Proofs



In this Appendix, we prove the main results of the paper. We start with the proof of Proposition 2. The strategy of the proof is identical to that of standard genericity with commodities markets in an Arrow-Debreu framework (see for instance MasColell et al., 1995, Section 17.D). Commodities consumption plans are simply replaced here by contingent consumption plans. We next outline this proof. The first step is to apply the well-known Transversality Theorem to the vector of net aggregate demand functions in the equivalent Arrow-Debreu framework. This theorem is stated next. Consider a system of M equations and N unknown, depending on some parameters z = (z1 , ..., zS ) ∈ RS and solving f (v1 , ..., vN ; z) = 0. The function f is assumed to be continuously differentiable.
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Theorem 5 (Transversality Theorem) If the M × (N + S) matrix Df (v; z) has rank M whenever f (v; z) = 0, then for almost every q the M × N matrix Dv f (v; z) has rank M whenever f (v; z) = 0. Proof. See for instance Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Proposition 17.D.3. Define now wi = (wsi t )st ,t≥1 for every agent i, and w = (wi )i . Let also C(p, w) be the vector of net aggregate demands at correct beliefs P for Arrow-Debreu prices p and endowments w. For sake of simplicity, we omit the implicit dependency of C(p, w) on individual correct beliefs. By our assumptions on u, and following standard arguments in general equilibrium theory (see for instance Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Section 17.G or Debreu, 1970), the function C so defined is C 1 . Following now the same lines as Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Proposition 17.D.4 or Debreu (1974), we can establish that, for every system of Arrow-Debreu prices p and every aggregate endowment w, the rank of T P Dw C(p, w) is Lt . Proposition 2 is then established by combining the above fact t=1



and the Transversality Theorem to the function C. This completes the proof.



A.1



Proof of Proposition 3



To prove Proposition 3, we show that the Implicit Function Theorem applies to our framework and provides existence of the diffeomorphism for Arrow-Debreu prices. Fix any history st , and assume that the local economy starting after st is regular. Consider any Radner equilibrium (cst , θst , qst )t≥0 for the original economy with horizon T . By the Law of Iterated Expectations, the sequence (cs , θs , qs )s,→st is also a Radner equilibrium for the local economy starting in history st , where individual beliefs Pest are initial beliefs conditional on reaching st . We now apply Lemma 1 to the local economy starting at st , which yields a demand function C¯st (p) corresponding to the vector of aggregate demand and a vector of Arrow-Debreu prices p in this local economy. Form the above remark, we thus have that C¯st (p) = 0. By hypothesis, the economy is regular at correct beliefs P st and corresponding equilibrium prices (ps )s,→st in this local economy. By the Implicit Function Theorem (see Dieudonn´e, 1960, Chapter X), there exist an open neighborhood Pst of (P st , Wst ) (in the cartesian product of space of conditional beliefs and individual endowments), an open neighborhood Qst of rational expectations Arrow-Debreu prices, and a unique function gst such that
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• gst (P st , Wst ) = (ps )s,→st , • gst is a diffeomorphism between Pst and Qst , and   • for every (Pe, W ) ∈ Pst we have that C¯st gst (Pe, W ), Pe, W = 0. The diffeomorphism gst thus has all the desired properties for Arrow-Debreu prices, and by Eq. (4) it implicitly defines a diffeomorphism between Radner equilibrium prices and the vector of conditional beliefs and endowments. The proof of Proposition 3 is now complete.



A.2



Proof of Proposition 4



We will prove the result for the set of economies with the property that every local economy is regular. As explained in the text, almost every economy with respect to individual endowments. The proof proceeds by way of contradiction within this class of economies, and the diffeomorphisms found in Proposition 3 allows us to derive a contradiction. Assume that for every sequence α of real numbers converging to 0, every agent learns α-fast and there exist a path s, an integer p, a security j and a constant α > 0 such that |qsjT −p − q jsT −p | > α for every T, modulo an omitted extraction of a subsequence from (sT −p )T ≥0 . For the path s and integer p, consider any period t = T − p where T ≥ p. Let gst : Pst → Qst be the unique diffeomorphism associated with st by Proposition 3. We next restrict the sets Pst to generate a global diffeomorphism. We show that this diffeomorphism has uniformly bounded variations at correct beliefs and at all actual endowments, and we use this property to derive a contradiction. To restrict the sets Pst , we proceed in three steps: 1. since individual endowments and initial portfolio holdings are bounded away from infinity, we restrict the sets Pst to be uniformly bounded and to contain (P , Wst ), 0 2. for every t, consider the set Ut = {t S | Pst ∩ Pst0 6= ∅}. If Ut = ∅, define Ust = Pst . Otherwise, define Ust = Pst0 , t0 ∈Ut



3. for every t, consider the set Vt = {t0 | cl(Ust ) ∩ cl(Ust0 ) 6= ∅}, where cl(.) denotes the topological closure. If Vt = ∅, define Vst = Ust . Otherwise, there exists an open ball Bt containing all (P , Wsp ) ∈ Ust (where Wsp are actual endowments) such that Bt ∩ Ust0 6= ∅ for every t0 ∈ Vt . Define then Vst = Bt . 12



Defining V =



S



Vst , we now introduce the function g mapping V into the set of



t



asset prices, such that g(P, W ) = gst (P, W ) if (P, W ) ∈ Pst . If some (P, W ) belongs to two different sets Pst and Pst0 , local uniqueness of the diffeomorphisms makes the choice of gst and gst0 equivalent. It is straightforward to show that g is a diffeomorphism between V and g(V), since the functions gst are uniquely defined on Vst for every t. Moreover, the set V is bounded above and below by construction. Together with the regularity of g, this implies that there exists C > 0 such that sup kDg(P , W )k∗ < C,



(6)



(P ,W )∈V



where k.k∗ is any norm on the image of the partial derivatives of g. We next use this property to derive a contradiction. Since Vst is an open set, there exists αt > 0 such that the open ball of center (P , Wst ) and radius αt is included in Vst . Consider now the sequence = (αt )t , which can be assumed to converge to 0 without loss of generality, and any agent i learning α-fast. Let g j denote the projection of g on the subspace of prices for asset j. We thus have for every t ≥ p that |qsjt − q jst | = |g j (Pest , Wst ) − g j (P st , Wst )| > α. Moreover, since agent i learns α-fast along the path s, we also have that α |g j (Pest , Wst ) − g j (P st , Wst )| > →∞ i i e e |Pst − P st | |Pst − P st | as t converges to ∞. By the continuity of Dg, this last remark implies that the partial derivatives of j g with respect to individual belief Pei , evaluated at (P , Wst ), converge to infinity as t converges to infinity. This is a contradiction to (6), and the proof is now complete.
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